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Dear Hiring Manager,

I’m confident that my love of knowledge and over 8 years of professional experience and diversified
capabilities in IT and Project Management make me an ideal candidate.

During my time working as a Web Developer and Project Manager at Bossomnia, I was the Project
Manager leading a large-sized development team. I was charged with the responsibility of helping
oversee a range of critical projects from conception to delivery. Moreover, while my previous position
afforded me a well-rounded skill set, including excellent risk management and time management
skills, I excel at:

● Experience outlining project scopes, managing timelines, and deadlines.
● Practical knowledge of tracking and reporting on overall progress.
● Effective communication skills, both oral and written
● Excellent organization and multitasking skills
● A proven track record of compassionate, effective care
● Managing daily operations and implementation of new software.
● Forecasting future revenue and ensuring all goals are met.

Again, I am excited to have the opportunity to apply for this position and I am confident that I have the
communications, stakeholder management, strategic planning, technical and problem-resolution skills
needed.

I appreciate your time and consideration, and please do not hesitate to contact me via phone or email
to discuss this opportunity in greater detail at your earliest convenience. Please enjoy the rest of your
day.

Sincerely,

Bama Magassa
bama@bamamagassa.com

DEEP THOUGHTS

★ I have a passion to understand how and why the universe was created.

★ I have a passion to understand why everything was, is, and will be the way it is and embrace
its beauty until my end.

★ I have a passion to understand the why behind every action that is taken in life.
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